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Implied Farm & Ranch Family Partnership

A 2014 Nebraska Court of Appeals decision illustrates that when parents and a son or daughter share ag equipment and labor, they may be considered to be in an implied farm partnership. This can lead to legal problems if one of the parties can’t pay back their loans.

What was this case about? A Howard County family had separate farming operations for the parents and their son. They were very careful to have separate operating loans, no loan cosigning by the parents, separate banking accounts, separate property insurance policies, and they filed separate tax returns. But they shared equipment and labor.

Is there anything wrong with that? No—actually it looks like this family did just about everything correctly, from a legal standpoint. Unfortunately they still ended up in court. Fortunately they did win their case.

Why did the parents get sued? The son encountered financial difficulties, was unable to pay his bank loans, and declared bankruptcy. When the parents and son sold their cattle, the bank took the parent’s share of the cattle proceeds of $80,000 and applied it to the son’s unpaid debts. So the parents sued the bank to get their $80,000 back.
And the parents won? Yes, they did. The trial judge ruled that the parents and the son had separate business operations even though they shared equipment and labor. The cattle had different colored ear tags to distinguish the parent’s cattle from the son’s cattle. The judge ruled that there was no implied partnership or joint venture and that the bank should pay the parents their $80,000.

What is the significance of the partnership issue? In Nebraska, as in most states, two or more people engaging in a common business for profit may be considered legally to be a partnership even if there is no formal partnership agreement or intent. In the Howard County case, if the parents and son had been considered an implied partnership, the parents would have been liable for the son’s share of the partnership debts and the bank would be able to keep the $80,000. Because the facts indicated that the son’s operation was separate from his parent’s operation, the parents were not liable for the son’s unpaid business debts and were entitled to recover the $80,000 from the bank.

Did the bank appeal this ruling? Yes, it did. But the Nebraska Court of Appeals ruled that the trial judge’s rulings were correct and that the parents were entitled to the $80,000. *Heritage Bank v. Kasson*, 22 Neb. App. 401 (2014).

What are the takeaway messages here?

*First*, be aware that in these type of circumstances—where parents and a son or daughter share labor and equipment—there is a significant risk that they may legally be considered to constitute a partnership. This usually occurs when a lender attempts to make the parents liable for the son or daughter’s unpaid share of the partnership debts.

*Second*, if the parents are sharing equipment and labor with a son or daughter, they must go the extra mile to keep everything else as separate as possible—separate checking accounts, separate loans, separate insurance, separate tax returns, and so forth. You might need legal help with this, especially if jointly-owned land is involved. If the Howard County parents hadn’t been so very careful, they could have ended up losing the $80,000 from the cattle sale to the bank.

*Third*, even if you do everything right (as it appears this family did)—that in and of itself is no guarantee that you might not end up in court anyway if a family member can’t pay his/her loan. Unfortunately, that is a risk in these fairly common types of cooperative family business arrangements and is pretty difficult to avoid. So your best bet is to keep the business formalities separate and hope no one goes broke.
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